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Well another season has passed quickly. For our Girls team another difficult year not helped by the
change in age groups this year from U12, U14 and U16 to U13 and U15. Only one of the three Girls
teams made finals that being the Under 18s. The Boys had a more successful season with all three
teams (U13, U15 and U18) making Grand Finals, with U15s winning their grand final. A great
achievement for all involved.
A big thank you to the various Coaches and Managers of the Junior sides (listed later in the
Yearbook). It is a large commitment attending to training and matches over the long season. It is
something appreciated by the players and the club.
Again during season 2018 Canterbury had a number of representatives (listed later in the Yearbook)
in various State Junior teams playing in national underage championships. These are always great
learning experiences for these players playing against the larger hockey states NSW, Vic, WA, Qld
and also enable them to build strong friendships with players from other local clubs also in the
Tasmanian state teams. These experiences and skills developed during the national championships
assist in growing the skills and knowledge of all Canterbury junior players. A special mention to
Premier League player Ian McHugh who has assisted various junior state teams as Physio.
We had three Junior players Mia Cooper, Chloe Abel and Tali Gee complete their hockey umpiring
development program and were recognised for their efforts at the Southern Hockey Competition
presentation night.
We also had several junior players umpiring senior and junior games during the year including finals
and Grand Finals. Congratulations to Vincent Harman, Chloe Abel and Nellie Gillespie for this
achievement and recognition.
A special thank you to our Junior Co-ordinators Karen Brook and Ella Harman. They were assisted by
Lisa Jotic who organised the Stick2Hockey program over the whole of 2018 (as they play each school
term) and to David Coombe, Christie Lucas and Matty Gee who arranged the Junior Development
Program back in February and March ably assisted by a raft of the more senior Junior players and
some seniors. Lastly thank you to Kirsty Palmer who not only assists in arranging all the Junior
registrations but also arranges the selection of the Junior players for all teams for the June Long
Weekend competition for Hockey Tas.
Thank you to our sponsors, without who's support would make hockey much more expensive,
particularly those who have supported the Juniors being Ogilvie Jennings Lawyers (Junior
Development Program) and Print Tasmania (Friday Night Lights).
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This season we also had Tas Sports Physio provide a new award being a Good Sport Award to a
Junior who most exhibited the values of being a good sport. This was won by Bella Cox an U15
player. This supported our drive in 2018 of making Canterbury a Respectful club.
A big thank you to the various committee members who undertake a multitude of tasks to enable
the club to and teams to function.
Congratulations to all award winners tonight and we look forward to welcoming you back in season
2019.
Go Lions
Trevor Hill
President

WE NEED VOLUNTEERS !!!
CANTERBURY HOCKEY CLUB REQUIRE
VOLUNTEERS TO ASSIST WITH THE VARIOUS
JUNIOR TEAMS FOR 2019
PLEASE HELP US WITH FILLING THESE VACANCIES
JOIN THE COMMITTEE, COACH OR MANAGE A TEAM
ASSISTANCE WILL BE PROVIDED AND NO
KNOWLEDGE OF HOCKEY REQUIRED
(EXCEPT MAYBE COACHING!!)
CONTACT YOUR JUNIOR COORDINATORS FOR MORE
INFORMATION
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2018 has been a great year of hockey for the Canterbury Juniors!
Once again, the year started with the Junior Development Program which was enthusiastically
attended by many of our juniors. Our Junior Coaches, ably assisted by several Premier League
players as well as some of our older juniors worked together to teach new skills and consolidate the
existing skills of the participants. The Program continues to be a successful introduction to the
Hockey Season and is being planned bigger and better for Term 1, 2019.
There have been some changes to Junior Hockey in 2018. The Under 8's and 10's have been rebranded as "Stick 2 Hockey", with the games being played on smaller turfs to consolidate skills. The
teams have progressed well throughout the year, and always seemed to be having fun. Our ongoing
commitment to training has paid dividends, with increasing skills seen in all the players; and with
several players transitioning successfully up to the Under 13 teams.
The age groups in Junior Hockey have changed this year to Under 13's, 15's and 18's. This was done
to bring Tasmania into line with the mainland states. Overall this has been a successful transition for
Canterbury with most teams having good numbers of players. We thank the younger players who
have stepped up to help teams out as needed.
The boys' teams have had a very successful year with all three teams making their respective Grand
Finals. It was an exciting day last Sunday with all the teams playing strongly and well in close
matches. Unfortunately, the Under 13's and 18's weren't successful, but were gracious in defeat.
The Under 15 players won their Grand Final against a team they'd never beaten before, which made
the win all the more sweet.
The girls' teams have shown great resilience, strength and team spirit this year. They have had
younger players for their age groups; and have played stronger, older teams. Canterbury is proud of
the way the girls have continued giving their all to the game, and know that 2019 will be a more
successful season.
We would like to thank all the Coaches and Managers who have donated their time to ensuring our
Juniors have had an enjoyable season in 2018. We would also like to thank the parents who have
supported their children throughout the season and shivered through their share of chilly midwinter games.
We're planning a great 2019, so share the word and bring your friends along for another great year
at Canterbury.
Karen Brook and Ella Harman
Junior Coordinators
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For the 3rd year in a row the club ran its successful junior development program the Young Lions.
Proudly sponsored by Ogilvie Jennings
The “Young Lions”program provides an opportunity for our juniors to improve their hockey skills and
to increase their enjoyment of hockey. Open to all juniors it ran for 5 weeks during February and
March. This was a great way for kids new to hockey to have a try and for the returning players a
chance to get some pre-season training under their belt with specialist coaching.
Once again it was a huge success with nearly 50 juniors taking part - many new to the sport. The
program was co-ordinated by David Coombe, Christie Lucas and Matty Gee with assistance from
many more. Thank you to all the senior players and coaches that gave up their time to help train the
future of our club. Your assistance has ensured the success of this program.
Stay tuned for an even bigger Young Lions Program for 2019.
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The 2018 Stick2Hockey kids had a fantastic year in 2018. Building on last year's popularity we had
around 50 kids participate in Mini5s (1/8th field), Super6s (1/4 field), and Hockey7s (1/2 field) in 5
week rosters each term.
Training was held on Wednesdays and we focused on developing foundational hockey skills in a
game-based environment. Fruit Salad, Octopus and Stuck in the Mud were all firm favourites.
Training sessions were a lot of fun and the kids were a pleasure to coach. It has been very rewarding
to watch the kids build their hockey skills over the year and develop a love of the sport. The
qualities possessed by this group promise great things to come for Canterbury, and I look forward to
watching their transition into full field hockey over the next few years.
Canterbury had the largest contingent of players in the Stick2Hockey roster, and the ‘smurf turf’ was
a complementary background to the sea of red and blue on Saturday afternoons. Games were
always played in good spirits and kids demonstrated great camaraderie and displayed some serious
hockey talent!
A HUGE thankyou to all the coaches and support staff for 2018: Ryan Brook, Adam Coombe, Ellie
New, Camille O’Conor, Ollie Shugg, Nigel McCormick, Nellie Galloway, Tali Gee, Brooke Appleby,
Christy Dorward, Luke Palmer and Lachie Rogers and anyone I have missed! Plus a massive thanks
all the parents who brave the cold weather each week and support their kids in pursuing hockey as a
sport – the rewards will last a lifetime!

Lisa Jotic
S2H Co-ordinator
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YOUNG LIONS
JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Re-Commencing for 2019
Communications will be sent out later in the year on the program for 2019
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What a great season Canterbury U13 Boy’s! I have been impressed by a team of mixed ages, from
8-12. The older boys have shown patience & leadership and I have been impressed be the courage
of the younger ones to step out onto a full field game of hockey. You must be one of the most
coachable teams in your age group! As minor premiers you are well prepared to step into Div 1 next
year with the individual basics of hockey, plus a great start at ball distribution and
defensive/attacking tactics. Team hockey is all about bringing what you learn in training to a game,
under pressure and with confidence. At the start of the year I asked you all to play ‘team’, ‘talk’ and
take the game to your opposition with ‘width’ & depth’. It’s not a small achievement for you all to
make this happen on the ground, you played well and fought hard right until the final whistle. You
all deserve the respect your supporters and opposition have for you - walk proud!
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The Team
Travis Gudgeon – Thanks for working hard to return from your injury and regain confidence.
You clearly possess the keeper ‘mindset’, this shows when it counts. This season is further
proof of your serious talent.
James Baird – You are sharp as a tack, I have relied your insight and growing confidence at
the sweeper role. You have uniquely strong timing under pressure.
Jack Sutherland – Canterbury is so fortunate to have recruited you! There is no hiding how
much you love the game and your radical learning curve through the season. I can build a
team around you.
Harry Gregory – I can’t help but thinking you are channelling Ric Charlesworth with that
headband. You’re fast, talented and we love the sound of your stick when you hit the sweet
spot.
Peter Mackey – Our youngest player. So confident one on one, and always on the spot as
the high striker/Ninja!
Edward Broadby – It’s great watching your basics get cleaner and sharper. There are not
many players that a coach can ask to run the full field – we relied on you all season, your
work rate & fight. Massive effort Ed.
William Enkelaar – Now a Canterbury fixture! You are versatile on strike and in defence,
where I put you on field always has effect. If you hold on to this as you get older you will be
a rare breed for teams.
Mitch Galloway – Comic relief – yes you are hilarious! – don’t give this talent away. I have
also met your serious side, strength and focus when it counts. You are a strong hockey
player & team man. U13 will miss you big time as you go into 15’s
Lachlan White – Top Goal scorer for the season! Go get em in U15’s. Thanks for your
patience and team focus through the season – we are going to miss your mission & maturity
in 2019.
Pippin Gee – Well done son! This season saw you playing position strongly, some great goals
and it was great to see you hanging out with your hockey gang. Always growing as a player.
Cody Innes – Our motivator, Mr Reliable. What a massive achievement this year of hockey
has been for you. We benefited, all season, from your leadership on field and in training.
Appreciated - Cody
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Ethen Datlen - Welcome to the team fella! You walked past your nervousness to clearly
make a big difference on field – every time. Great start to the full field.
Josh Rawson – Clearly another hockey addict in the making. You have great, channelled
aggression, - focused and direct. A warrior.
Liam Cooper – We all appreciate your off field ‘intel’. You walk into the change room with
an excitement that is infectious. You are seriously reliable when it counts – you held our left
side defence in the tough games – well met.

Matty Gee (Coach)
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(sorry this is last years photo as this years was missing in action)
This year the under 13s players were Abi, Adelaide, Anna, Ava, Bessie, Edie, Emma, Esther, Fredi,
Hannah, Jasmine, Maddy, Rhiannon, Sophie and Yanna. Jordanna joined us for training and should
join the team in 2019. We had three sets of sisters Abi/Soph, Adi/Fredi, Jaz/Esther and we welcomed
Maddy, Emma and Rhiannon into the team. Ryan Brook was assistant coach and we had Ellie, Lisa,
Mia and Lucy help out during the season as well.
The competition was tough with the top two teams in the under 13s roster scoring (on average) 4-6
goals per game and fielding a number of state representatives.
Our team finished 6th out of 7 teams, winning 2 games, drawing 2 games and just missing out with
some very close games. They scored 7 goals for the season, Ava and Edie scoring 2 goals each for the
year. During the year Bessie, Sophie, Anna, Hannah, Edie, Yanna, Rhiannon, Abi, Adelaide and
Jasmine all had a game or more playing for the under 15s team as well.
The girls improved individually and as a team throughout the season.
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Our defence was solid and we played most games without a goalie. By the end of the season we had
improved on our early tackling outside the circle, interceptions, and defensive talking. Our 16 yard
hits were stronger and accurately passed to our players. In 2019 the players need to focus on
improving their marking when in defence and have a goalkeeper for every game.
Our midfielders had great speed which they used well to intercept and dribble the ball past the
opposition. In the second half of the season we had improved the strength of our passes, we just
need to work on the accuracy of our passes next year and the confidence to keep running forward to
get the next pass.
Our forwards improved with their positioning and started to understand where to move to for the
next pass. Next season we need to work on our strength, positioning and confidence when we have
the ball near the circle and in the circle when having a shot.
Some highlights:
Abi’s continuous running and backing up to intercept balls and her strong passes;
Adelaide’s goal keeping and when not in goals, her speed and strength dribbling the ball and
working on looking for a player to pass to;
Anna’s strength on the ball, and movement to half back for a change with some great attacking
movement into the attacking goals;
Ava’s goal in the last game – strong movement with the ball and a controlled drag in front of goals to
move the goalie, and a strong push to put the ball in the goal;
Bessie’s strong tackles in the middle of the field and great passing to our forwards;
Edie’s determination in the attacking circle to score her goals and great drags from left to right;
Esther’s quiet determination, sneaky tackles and working back into defence to help;
Emma’s enjoyment when playing forward and her great listening and marking of players when
asked;
Fredi’s improvement playing forward and understanding where she needs to be, great passing and
running forward;
Hannah’s great marking and positioning at half back, great tackling and moving the ball forward in
attack;
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Jasmine’s requests to play nothing but centre striker but being able to play anywhere she was put,
including full back;
Maddy’s willingness to have a go where ever we needed her and to score a winning goal in one of
our matches;
Rhiannon’s enthusiasm to play every week, even with a sore thumb, and to make the reserves list
for the southern under 12s team;
Sophie’s ability to read the play to intercept the ball, running out on short corners and fantastic
passes to our inners on 16yrd hits;
Yanna’s improvement in her foot work and positioning in front of the defensive goals leading to
fewer goals in the last couple of games in the season;
Thank you - girls and families for a great season. Thanks also to Ryan and Ellie for helping out with
coaching while I was away.
For season 2019
Families: Please think about helping out with team managing, match managing during the season
(information and teaching will be provided); Ryan Brook will be coaching the under 13s with some
assistance from some of us who’ve been there before;
Girls: Bring a friend who hasn’t played hockey before to the free Junior Development Clinic;
Challenge yourselves to learn some new skills and to try a new position on the field;
Keep having fun!
Christie Lucas (Coach)
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The Under 15 boys had a very successful 2018 season, and adapted to two new coaches better than
we could have asked. Learning various types of hockey processes throughout the year and then
being able to execute them.
The best game that the boys played was the grand final, where the boys came up against last year’s
premiers, the undefeated Diamondbacks. The boys got an early 1 goal lead through a spectacular
buildup play from Lachie Rogers and then brilliant composure saw Luke Palmer slot one past the
keeper. The game then settled and proved to be a tough fought out, and quite possibly the longest
nail-biting game that anyone has ever witnessed, with each player being the key to winning the
game. It was a great way to end a positive season, well done boys and good luck for the season of
2019.
Dan Mills & Sam McCulloch (Coaches)
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The Premiership Winning Team.
Lachlan Cooper – Agile and athletic goalkeeper, saved us on many games. The first time we heard
his voice was when he had to call out the names for the medals.
Caspar Warden – Solid rock in defense, with always something witty to say and a lack of high-fives.
Aidan Terry – Moved from OHA during the year and proved a handy pick up slotting into defense
well and always giving positive encouragements.
Max Larkin – Usually plays in goals but has found his feet as a brick wall in defense with rather large
overheads. Shocking top knot though.
Tali Gee – One of our more versatile players who found himself in almost every position throughout
the year and being able to perform well in each one of those.
Charlie Waddington – Scored his first goal when he was moved up front, but was a shame we didn’t
see more goals out of him because he liked his comforts of locking down players down back!
Ned van Dorsselaer – Always wanting to get out onto the pitch and have a crack which is always
great to see.
Tom Rasmussen – Quality midfielder with the ability to break lines and blow the game apart.
Lachlan Rogers – His slick skills saw it almost impossible for defenders to be able to tackle him.
Luke Palmer – Very consistent player with a bucket load of skill and a knack of finding the back of
the net, can always rely on him scoring 1-2 a game.
Oscar O’Donoghue – Always listening and learning, very hard-working player and gives everything a
go. Also has a better top Knot than Max.
Fergus Grant – Nifty and fast striker who scored one of the best deflections the hockey world has
seen.
Angus Broadby – Go-to striker with good skill and is still developing his game, will be a force to be
reckoned with in the years to come.
Matthew Brook – Always willing to learn and get out onto the pitch, has come a long way in 2018.
Edward Broadby – Youngest in the team and often stepped up from u13’s but didn’t look out of
place, was never scared to give anything a go.
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A very young U15 team showed dedication and determination every Friday night. No matter what
the score or how many players we had each week giving a team performance to be proud off.
Overall, it was a tough season for the girls, I am sure the girls have learnt a lot and will use this
seasons experiences to excel next season as they will be older and more experienced.
The girls moving up to U18 will be a great asset to the team and missed in the U15 team.
Not all games were reflected by the score. Some games were very exciting, with great build up play
going towards goal but not being able to get the ball in the back of the net due to good goalkeeping
from oppositions. If the girls had a goal keeper behind them, then the scores would have looked
very different. It was a pleasure and a lot of fun to coach the girls, always keen to learn and improve
upon their hockey skills.
Thank you to Ryan Brook, Christie Lucas and Lisa Jotic for all their help each week.
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Team forwards
Lottee Mansfeild – always keen to learn things or try new positions. Very consistent each week.
Abigail Lucas - so much energy every match always giving 100% and creating excellent opportunities
up front from skilled play or good passing.
Bella cox - showed great enthusiasms wanting to get involved in each game as much as possible.
Making a great transition from half back to forward to playing the last few games in Middlefield
allowed Bella to get involved and make a positive impact on the game.
Team midfield
Lucy Munt - held the midfield every week with great defensive and attacking ability. Giving each
game her all.
Chloe Harrington - ran here socks of every game and never gave up. Showing great work ethic every
game.
Bessie Harman - strong tackles and big hits from the back of midfield through the pitch creating
good goal scoring opportunities for the girls.
Team defence
Neve Mason – A valuable member to the team showing strength at the back week in and week out
in every match.
Anna Hensher - showed amazing skills every game managing to get the ball out from half back.

Ellie New (Coach)
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2018 was an exciting year for Canterbury, with a focus on youth development and the cultivation of
a strong club culture. Nowhere was this more apparent than in the u18 men’s team. With an
outstanding five 18s players in the current premier league squad and a further seven playing in other
senior grades, the stage was set for a big year for the lads.
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A strong start to the season saw the team sitting undefeated after 10 games. With Fraser, Fletcher
and Max Doyle combining to make a near impenetrable defensive wall in front of the indominable
Will Merritt, and Lewis Benbow scoring in a staggering 8 consecutive games. Our defensive/midfield
triumvirate of Vince, Miles and H-J was second to none in the league and their tireless efforts stifled
many an opposition player.
A mid-season trip to the moon for star midfielder Alex Hogan-Jones as well as an injury to Merritt in
goals threatened to derail the season heading into the last few rounds. However, these absences
provided opportunities for others, as the likes of Jamie Innes, and Elliott Beswick and Tom
Rasmusssen provided a tireless midfield engine room and our resident wizard Ben East asserted
himself as one of the best ball carriers/distributors at the club. It was our attackers that displayed
the most improvement however, with Ryan, Adam and Harry’s and positional fluidity and aggressive
pressure helping to create numerous goalscoring opportunities and Ewan’s slick ball handling skills
causing headaches for many otherwise capable defenders.
The season culminated with a final round robin victory over our rivals OHA – their first defeat of the
season and was followed with a second consecutive victory over them in the semi final a week later.
Special mention to our striker-turned-keeper and finals MVP Max Larkin, who put on an absolute
goalkeeping clinic in both games, much to the delight of the crowd.
Unfortunately the final didn’t go our way with OHA narrowly beating us to the silverware. Our
record of two wins, two draws and two losses against OHA throughout the season should showcase
just how close the rivalry was, and on any other day it might have been us crowned as champions –
the lads definitely deserved it.
Shout outs to Lachie Rogers for filling in for us (and dominating – keep an eye on this one!), Alex
Hamilton, who unfortunately was not able to play this year due to injury, and the parents and fans in
the crowd - your support was very much appreciated!
It was an absolute pleasure to coach the u18s this year, many of whom I have played and trained
with for years and a handful that I have been coaching since u13s. I’m looking forward to seeing your
continued development and the success it will no doubt bring to the club.
Lachlan Oakford (OBO) Coach
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This year’s season was one where enjoyment outweighed results. HT’s decision to have two divisions
and some clubs deciding to take the easier road via Div 2 meant we were up against it every week.
However, we did manage one win and two draws and got to play finals.
The team theory of ensuring that a good chat was had before the game was maintained. This meant
that the principles of outletting or pressing were given similar weight to the developments in Love
Island, The Batchelor and Batchelor in Paradise.
The team
Jane Hickie: Thanks Jane for donning the pads in the last half of the season – hope to see you next
year with or without pads.
Georgia Cooper: Great season, was the team’s inspiration at times. Either as full back, centre half or
kicking back you starred in every game.
Kat(harine) Rowell: A consistent season and your willingness to eliminate players continues to grow.
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Saffy Warden: Our team was so much the better for having you Saff (on and off the field). A big
contributor to the social side of the team.
Matilda O’Donoghue: Big improver and it was great to see your confidence and ‘quiet’
determination grow through the year.
Ebony Haley: Bonnie you have pace to burn and a little more strength on the ball and you’ll be a
gun.
Maggie Green: It’s a pity injury stopped you from playing a whole season. You have improved alot
and have become a really good, consistent player.
Chloe Abel: You played most positions this year, including goalie!. It was good to give you exposure
to playing ½ back and full back. Your overheads were awesome but work on keeping low and
strength on the ball.
Jade Gluskie: Jade your enthusiasm is incredible. Just need to work on ball speed and learning to
read the play and big things could be in front of you.
Daniela Nation: Well done Daniela on your first season of club hockey and you really improved
during the season. Keep working on your basics, particularly your hitting and tackling.
Lucy Rowell: Lucy a good consistent season, and your ability to channel and tackle is making you into
a very good defender.
Mia Cooper: Your team approach is really appreciated. Your ability to play anywhere and read the
play is incredible. Good season.
Nellie ‘Gilly’ Gillespie: Proved very handy in defence and midfield and especially as a forward.
Meg Pointon: Solid forward and half back, with good speed, hope to see you next year.
Alice Cottier: Good season Alice, always prepared to compete, tackle and win the ball. Your social
contribution was appreciated by many especially Saffy.
Tilly Barker: Great to have you back Tills, you haven’t lost it. Pity you couldn’t show more
aggression, footy is making you soft. Be awesome if you come back to play seniors instead of playing
that other sport.
Kate Hughes: A couple of cameo appearances, still showed you have it.
Grant Cooper (Manager): Thanks Grant for all your efforts, we would not have been the team we
were, if it was not for you. Long season but we got there.
Rob Rowell (Coach)
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Canterbury Representative Players for 2018
U21s Australian Championship
Boys and girls tournament held in Sydney from 4th – 12th July 2018
Maddison Curtis
Jemma Kenworthy
Isabelle Sharman
Sam McCulloch
Kurt Budgeon
Shaun Redman (Train-on)
U18s Australian Championship
Boys and girls tournament held in Launceston from 13th – 21st March 2018
Benjamin East
U16s School Sport Games
Boys and girls tournament to be held in Labrador from 4th – 11th August 2018
Vincent Harman
Tom Rasmussen
Max Larkin (Train-on)
Chloe Abel (Train-on)
U15s Australian Championship
Boys and girls tournament held in Wollongong from 18th -27th April 2018
Vincent Harman
Tom Rasmussen
Mia Cooper
Luke Palmer (Train-on)
U12s School Sport Games
Boys and girls tournament held in Newcastle 12th –17th August 2018
Cody Innes
Indoor
Boys and girls tournaments held in Goulburn during January 2018
Shaun Redman
U21s
Sam Beckett
U21s
Kurt Budgeon
U21s
Vincent Harman
U15s, U18s
Luke Palmer
U15s
Tom Rasmussen
U15s
Bessie Harman
U15s
Jade Gluskie
U15s
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Hockey South representatives June Long Weekend 2018 in Launceston:
We are thrilled that our juniors decided to play in this fabulous social weekend. Our thanks to
players and parents, who assisted as selectors in each age group, coordinated trials, match
managed, umpired, coached or managed a Southern team.
U18s
Nellie Gillespie
Lewis Benbow
Jamie Innes

Georgia Cooper
Alex Hogan-Jones
Miles McTaggart

Jade Gluskie
Max Doyle
Ben East

Vincent Harman

U15s
Mia Cooper
Lachlan Rogers

Tom Rasmussen
Lachlan Cooper

Max Larkin
Tali Gee

Luke Palmer
Ned van Dorsselaer (train on)

U13s
Cody Innes

Rhiannon Lincoln (train on)

Special mention to:






Kirsty Palmer – JLW Southern Coordinator
Matty Gee – U13 Boys Blue Coach
Vincent Harman & Alex Hogan-Jones– U15 Boys Blue Co Coaches
Mark Rasmussen– U15 Boys Blue Manager
Duncan Gillespie U18 Girls Green Coach
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The Canterbury Hockey Club thanks its many Coaches and
Team Managers/Co-ordinators for their continued support
and assistance.
Mixed

Team Co-ordinator

Lisa Jotic

Stick2Hockey

Coaches

Nellie Galloway

Ellie New

David Coombe

Brook Appleby

Ollie Shugg

Adam Coombe

Christy Dorward

Tali Gee

Camille O’Conor

Luke Palmer

Ryan Brook

Nigel McCormick

Lachlan Rogers

Girls

Coaches

U13

Christie Lucas

U15

Ellie New

U18

Rob Rowell

Grant Cooper

Boys

Coaches

Team Manager

U13

Matty Gee

Jayne Nillsen

U15

Dan Mills/Sam McCulloch

Kirsty Palmer

U18

Lachlan Oakford

Karen Brook
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Canterbury Hockey Club thanks its many sponsors for their
continued support and assistance

We encourage you to support our sponsors as they support us. Don’t forget to mention you are
with the Canterbury Hockey Club.
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Canterbury Hockey Club

2018 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Thursday 22nd November at 5.30pm
Upstairs
New Sydney Hotel
Nibbles Provided
The club needs NEW committee members for 2019
Anyone who is keen to get involved is most welcome
Please get yourself involved, contact a current committee member to discuss
Contacts on our web page
website – www.canterbury.asn.au
Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/canterbury.hockey
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Team Trophies
Grade

Best and Fairest

Most Consistent

Coaches Award

Girls

U13

Bessie Harman

Adelaide O’Donoghue

Yanna Huntington

Girls

U15

Lucy Munt

Sophie Lucas

Chloe Harrington

Girls

U18

Mia Cooper

Georgia Cooper

Jade Gluskie

Grade

Best and Fairest

Most Consistent

Coaches Award

Boys

U13

Cody Innes

Edward Broadby

Jack Sutherland

Boys

U15

Tom Rasmussen

Luke Palmer

Lachlan Rogers

Boys

U18

Benjamin East

Miles McTaggart

Lewis Benbow

Perpetual Trophies
Girls

Most Promising Under Age Player

Girls

Most Improved Junior Player
- Jennifer Beith Perpetual Trophy

Girls

Top Goal Scorer

Mia Cooper
Chloe Abel
Alice Cottier (U18), Edie Betlehem (U13) &
Ava Rawson (U13) 2 goals

Boys

Most Promising Under Age Player
- The Perriman Perpetual Trophy

Alex Hogan-Jones

Boys

Most Improved Junior Player

Tom Rasmussen

Boys

Top Goal Scorer

Tom Rasmussen (U15) & Lewis Benbow (U18) 15 goals

Junior Umpire Encouragement Award
- The Peri Buckley Trophy

Chloe Abel

Junior Coach or Manager of Year
- The Hill Family Trophy
Canterbury Club Junior Spirit Award

Christie Lucas
Nominees

- The Dive Shop Trophy

Sophie Lucas

Lewis Benbow

Ryan Brook

Adam Coombe

Tali Gee

Mia Cooper

Jamie Innes
Awarded to Ryan Brook
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Sportsperson Award
Girls U13
Girls U15
Girls U18

Rhiannon Lincoln
Bella Cox
Alice Cottier

Boys U13
Boys U15
Boys U18

Harry Gregory
Charlie Waddington
Alex Hogan-Jones

with thanks to Just Hockey
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